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Riassunto. Sono qui riportati i primi rìsultati e le informazìonì
essenziali riguardantì il progetto di perforazione a scopo scientifico
denominato "Seceda Coring". La carota ottenuta è attualmente in stu-
dio da parte di un gruppo internazionale di ricercatori appartenenti a

diverse università. Obbiettivi fondamentali del progetto sono una
accurata analisi sedimentologica e ciclostratigrafica della intera succes-

sione pelagica di età medio Triassica riferibile alla Formazione di
Buchenstein nelle Dolomiti Nord-occidentali (Alpi Meridionali,
Italia), così come le relazioni cronologiche con le piattaforme carbo-
natiche coeve. Studì complcmentari vertono sugli strumenti di corre-
lazione stratigrafica, quali bio-, lito- e magnetostratigrafia.

Abstract. First results and basic geological information of the
Seceda Coring Project are reported. The Seceda project started with
drìlling of a well {or scìentific purposes. The core material is currently
studied by an ìnternational group of geoscienrists from different uni-
versities. Fundamental topics of the project are a thorough sedimento-
logical and cyclostratigraphic analysis of the complete succession of
Middle Triassic pelagic Buchenstein Beds in the northwestern
Dolomites (Southern Alps, italy) as well as their temporal relationship
with coeval carbonate platforms. Complementary studies focus on
stratigraphic correlation tools includìng bio-, litho- and magne-
tostratigraphy.

Introduction.

The tiassic of the Southern Alps has recently
become the object of an intense debate that revolves
around two fundamental topics of geology * time and
the origin of depositional rhythms.

The background is as follows. In the late 1980's
and early 90's, a group from John Hopkins University,
Baltimore, USA, led by L.A. Hardie, studied the
Latemar platform in the Dolomites, producing - among

others - detailed documentations of the slope and mar-
gin (Goldhammer & Flarris, 1989; Harris, 1993, 1,994)

and the platform interior (Hardie et al., 1986; Goldham-
mer er a,1., 1987,1990, 1993). The platform inrerior was
found to consist of a hierarchy of bedding rhythms.
Hinnov 8r Goldhammer fi991) showed that most of
these rhythms are compatible with orbital conrrol if one
assumes a duration of at least 1.2Ma for the late Anisian-
Ladinian interval during which the Latemar platform
was formed.

Fig. 1 - Carbonate platforms and basins in the Dolomites during
the early Ladinian. Dark lines mark approximare posirions
of the platform-basin-transition. Area of Fig. 2 is indicated.
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Fig. 2 - Map of outcrops around the Seceda peak (see text for further information). The site of Seceda drilling is indicated

ALnost simultaneously with the work on the
Latemar platform, the coeval basinal Buchenstein Beds
(or Livinallongo Fm.) yrere studied from a sedimento-
logic, petrographic and stratigraphic point of view
(Bosellini & Ferri, 1980; Cros & Houel, 1983; Brack 8c

Rieber, 1993). The last paper is a monographic docu-
mentation of the formation in Lombardy and the
Dolomites that presents lithostratigraphy along with
biostratigraphic dates. When racliometric age results

from zircons in volcaniclastic layers (Mundil et al.,

1996) were added to this detailed stratigraphic frame-
work, the discrepancy with current Triassic time scales

and with the orbital interpretation of the Latemar suc-

cession became immediately obvious and led to different
interpretations of Middle Triassic stratigraphy (Brack et

aI., 1996, 1997;Hardie Er Hinnov, 1997).The debate car-

ries added weight because the data are from the type area

of the Ladinian stase and are tied to the standard
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Fìg. 3 - Air-view of the Seccda area with location of the drill site (airphoto by Tappeiner AG, Lana; reproduced with permission)
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ammonoid zones; thus they directl;' affect the chrono-
logical framework of the Triassic.

Attempts to resolve the dispute are of two kinds.
One group of studies concentrated on the origin, lateral
persistence and age of the platform cycles in the Latemar
(Heidelberg group; Egenhoff et al., 1,999, Zùh1ke et a1.,

2000) and on accurare platform-basin correlations (e.g.

Maureq 1999, 2000). This paper reporrs on a second
group'of studies that focuses on rhe bedding rhythm of
the Buchenstein Beds. If strong orbital rhythms were ro
be found, so the argument, then direct comparison of
the zircon ages with the orbital chronology would be
possible. In 1.997, an informal working group was set up
to carry out such a study with the first three authors of
this paper as founding members. Presently, the working
group includes 18 researchers of nine institutions: the
Free University of Amsterdam, the ETH and Universi-
ty of Zurrch, the University of Ferrara, the Johns Hop-
kins University at Baltimore, the Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory, the University of Milan and the Uni-
versities of Kiel and Kóln. A decisive step could be taken
in 1998 when the Province of Bolzano/Bozen (Amt fùr
Geologie und Baustoffprùfung, Dr. Ludwig Nóssing)
agreed to drill a well in the Buchenstein Beds for
research purDoses.

This paper presents a progress report on the
results of the drilling campaign and explains the plans
and strategies for further study.

The Buchenstein Beds: general outline and geology
around the drill site at Seceda.

Successions of basinal Buchenstein Beds (: 11rr-

inallongo Fm. of Yiel, 1979) are found in a wide area

throughout the Dolomites (Fig. 1) and in adjacent areas.

In general, the Buchenstein Beds consisr of pelagic car-
bonates such as laminated siliceous and nodular cherty
limestones as well as layers of acidic fine to coarse
grained volcaniclastic material. In the upper parr of com-
plete Buchenstein successions, reworked debris derived
from ad;'acent carbonate platforms is abundant. The
stratigraphic range of Buchenstein Beds is subject to
variations, however. In areas of platform growth, parrs
or the entire basinal succession are replaced by coeval

platform carbonates. Towards the central and eastern
Dolomites volcaniclastic intervals are increasingly thick-
er and the successions are often affected by alpine tec-
tonic deformation.



Slimhole logging tools

Gamma-gamma density
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Depth range (m) Sampling interval (b)

(g cm-') 00.00 - 87.23

00.00 - 87,94 Standard neutron porosity tool

Natural gamma ray (counts per second) 06.55 - 105.03 Standard natural gamma tool

Single Point resistivity (SP) 00.00 - 85.01 Bottom crsing at 21.22 r.
standard resistivity tool

Resistivity (ohm-m) 00.00 - 85.04 Bottom casing rt 21 .22 r,
standard resistivity tool

Acoustjc televiewer") 85.1 0 Bottom casing at 20.74 m

'r) acoustic televiewer system deploys fast rotatìng piezo-electric crystal that emìts and recieves acoustic signal; high resolution recording of 3D

borehole dimension and acoustic hardness of borehole wall formations (dependent on amplitude variation of reflected wave).

Tab. 1 - Logging tools and measured interuals (top casing ìs 0.00 m).

approx.stratigraphicthickness (m) dominantlithologies

siliceous limestones

laminated kerogenout Jst.

dolomitised platform.carbonates

Tab. 2 - The main straigraphic units of the Seceda core.

At some distance from coeval platform slopes, the

Buchenstein successions in the northwestern Dolomites
are remarkably invariable (e.g. Brack & Rieber, 1993)

and sets of pelagic strata can be traced in detail over long
distances (Brack & Muttoni, 2000) . A full section of
Buchenstein Beds is exposed in a steep cliff east of the

Seceda peak (Brack & Rieber, 1.993, [ig.4). In this area

the Buchenstein Beds have yielded so far the most sig-

nificant succession of macrofossils (ammonoids,
Daonella) of uppermost Anisian to Ladinian age from
the Dolomites. Moreover, Seceda is located close to clas-

sical outcrops such as Frótschbach (see Muttoni et a1.,

1996,1997) and the Pufels gorge to the southwest of
Seceda, i.e. the area where the Buchenstein Beds had

been described for the first time (Von Richthofen,
1 860).

At Seceda (Fig. 2, 3) the Buchenstein Beds follow

on top of upper Anisian platform carbonates (Contrin
Fm.) with an apparently smooth upper surface. The
regional dip of strata is around 20 - 25" towards south-
east. To the east the Buchenstein Beds are gradually
replaced by slope deposits (Schlern Dolomite) of the

Geisler platform whereas near Kuka Sattel in the south-
west, the succession is overlain by pillow basalts and sili-
ciclastic basinal V/engen Beds. These basinal siliciclastics

also interfinger u'ith slope carbonates of the Schlern

Dolomite to the southeast of Pana Scharte. The lavas

and clastic sediments at Seceda beiong to the lowermost
part of a thick pile of volcanic and clastic rocks which is

preserved to the south of Col Raiser (2 km southeast of
Seceda) and in the slopes around Seiser Alm. Along the

ridge south of the cable car station at Seceda a laccolith
is found at the level of the middle Buchenstein Beds.

The nearby basaltic extrusive rocks were possibly fed

Fig. 4 - Drilling progress and startìgraphic log of the Seceda core. Lithological breaks and marker beds allon precise correlation with the out-
crop section. See Brack Ec Rieber, 1993; Brack et a|.,1996 and Mundii er a|.,7996 for additional information on (bio-)stratigraphl,
ammonoid z-ones and isotopic age data from Seceda. Positions currently in evaluation for the Anisian/Ladinian-boundary are indicated

b1' numbers (2, 3; 1 being the base of the Reitzi Zone); main intervals with volcaniclastic layers: Lower (LPV), Middle (MPV), Upper
(UPV) Pietra Verde. MB I-II: distinct megabreccia bodies in outcrop sectron.

Bottom casing at 22.34

standard density tool

2mm

core interval (metre)
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SECEDA CORING PROJECT
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through this subvolcanic body as suggested by the out-
crop relationships near Mastlè.

The location of the drill site (Figs. 2, 3) was cho-

sen as close as (logistically) possible to the reference

outcrop section, in a narrow area between the toe of the

Geisler platform slope and a N-S running fault between

Seceda peak and Pana Scharte. The area to the west of
this fault is elevated by a few tens of metres and only the

lower half of the Buchenstein succession is preserved

here.

Drilling and logging operations.

On September | - 2, 1998 a mobile drilling rig was

transported to and installed on the final drill site at 2408

m altitude. Water supply was from the nearby chairiift
station close to Seceda peak. Drilling started on the fol-
lowing day and ended on September 30, u'hen a total
depth of 109 m was reached. Drilling operations were

interrupted during weekends and were severely
obstructed by low temperatures and snow in mid Sep-

tember. Drilling first penetrated an unexpectedly thick
soil cover. Due to downhole loss of water while drilling
through the uppermost karstified carbonate breccia

bodies, a 140 mm casing was pushed to a depth of 24

metres. Thereafter coring progress was steady, reaching

a maximum of 9 ml day. A drill bit with 97 mm diameter
leaving a 93 mm wide core was employed over the entire
length of the hole.

Acquisition of wire line logs was completed in
cold weather during October 1 - 2. A set of slimhole
logging tools was deployed (Table 1). Circulation prob-
lems hampered logging in the inrerval of 85 - 109 m.

Only the natural gamma tool could be run over the

entire section of Buchenstein Beds.

Recovery, handling and storage of core material.

Average recovery was better than 95"/' (between
25 - 103 m levels) and even the most friable lithologies
(marls and certain ash layers) were recovered with only
minor losses. After completion of drilling, the core

material was transported to Bozen /Bolzano for further
processing. Broken cores were carefully re-assembled

and glued; subsequently, the entire suite of cores was cut
in two equal halves and digitally photographed. The

entire Seceda core is now archived at the Natural Histo-
ry Museum in Bozen/BoIzano.

P Brack, \Y. Schlagea M. Stefani, F. Maurer G J. Kenter

Results of preliminary core inspection and comparison
with outcrop.

The bore hole penetrated and continuously cored

109 m of rock and soil (Fig. a). The top 12 m consist of
soil. The bedding of the Triassic units dips fairly uni-
formly at 25o so that the penetration amounts to recov-

ery of around 88 m of stratigraphic thickness. From top
to bottom the following main units are distinguished
(Table 2): Interval A represents a transitional unit close

to the base of the Vengen Beds. Interval B is charac-

terised by abundant coarse-grained, platform-derived
carbonate material (breccias). Intervals C - E are typical
members of the Buchenstein Beds, i.e. the "Bàn-

derkalke", the "Knollenkalke" and the "Lower Plat-
tenkalke" respectively. Interval F is the topmost part of
the Contrin Formation.

The drill site was only 2OO m away from the

Buchenstein outcrops in the north-facing cliffs of Sece-

da (Figs. 2, 3). The subdivision into members observed

by Brack 8r Rieber (1993) in the outcrop matches very
well with the cores. The comparison also shows a high
degree of correspondence at the level of individual beds,

such as the "Lower Plattenkalke"/"Knollenkalke"-
boundary, the Tc and Td and additional tuff layers in the

reference outcrop section of Brack & Rieber (1993, figs.

4,7) as well as conspicuous pelagic limestone beds and
h."""i. ìarrc.. /Fio ,l\

A first cursory examination of the slabbed cores

(see Fig. 5 for representative examples) shows that the

resolution of the fine layering is dìstinctly superior to
that of the nearby outcrop. Particularly clear is the alter-
nation of bioturbated and unbioturbated, finely laminat-
ed intervals that were deposited during anoxic (or near-

ly anoxic) conditions at the sea floor.
Also well resolved are the layers of sand and rub-

ble shed by the surrounding platforms. These layers are

scarce at the base of the Buchenstein succession (Plat-
tenkalke, unit E), they become frequent in the middle
part (Knollenkalke, unit D), and increase to over 3a'/" rn
unit C (Banderkalke). In the breccia interval (unir B)

platform derived debris make up over 60'/" of the sedi-

ment volume. This distribution probabiy reflects the

upbuilding and subsequent progradation of the nearby

Geisler (Odle) platform.
The core interval above the 35 metre level is char-

acterised by the occurrence of thick breccia layers with
platform derived carbonate clasts. The amount of coarse

breccia layers obser-ved in the core, when compared with
the outcrop section, suggests a closer vicinity of the drill
site with respect to the toe of the Geisler platform slope.

Photos of representative intervals of slabbed Seceda core.
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A conspicuous and unique polygenic breccia in
the 30.3 - 31.45 metre interval of the core contains clasts

of basinal limestones as well as basaltic volcanics. This
important marker bed is easily recognised in the outcrop
section (MB II) . It lies at a position postdating rhe level
of pillow basalts which follow on top of a several metres
thick chaotic breccia immediately above the horizons
with Daonella pichleri and Daonella tyrolensis in srrati-
graphic successions to the southwesr (Masr1è; Kuka Sat-

te1) and southeast (close to the Cisles creek south o{
Col Raiser). The occurrence of carbonate breccias above

the MB II horizon and the interfingering of basinal sili-

P. Brack,1X/. Schlager, M, Stefani, F. Maurer & J. Kenter

Diagram shon'ing slimhole wirc line logs that r.ere collected alongside a simplified lithologic log; gamma-gamma density (g cm1), neu-
tron porositl- (fractìonal), natural gamma (counts per second) and resistivity (ohm s 1).
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ciclastics with slope deposits to the southeast of Pana

Scharte suggest that platform carbonate growth contin-
ued at least during the initial stages of basaltic volcanism
and deposition of \X/engen Beds in this area.

Wire line logs.

A qualitative examination of the logs shows a num-
ber of general patterns that bode well for more detailed
(and quantitative) analyses in the future (Fig. 6).

Volcanic material correlates well with maxima in
natural gamma radiation. The amount of terrigenous
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clay in the background sediment seems to be small and
will have to be determined by X-ray diffraction analysis.

The upward-increasing amount of rubble and sand

shed from the platform shows up well in the neutron-
porosity log where breccia beds appear as high-porosity
intervals (probably due to dolomitic clasts with high
vuggy porosity).

Natural gamma, neutron porosity and resisrivity
tools all indicate that the lower part of the section
(between 103 m and 45 - 50 m) is characterized by small-
amplitude variations whereas the upper part shows high-
amplitude oscillations, indrcating frequent interruptions
of the basinal background sedimentation by sediment-
gravity flows from the platform and, probably, also

detritus from the Ladinian volcanism.

Outlook.

The data set accumulated to date represenrs the
rock column in several different ways: a continuous col-
umn of cores, their photographic images, plus the vari-
ous physical properties measured by the wireline 1ogs.

This should provide an excellent basis for statistical
analysis of the bedding rhythms.

As stated in the introduction, the main purpose of
the project is to document and analyse the sedimentary
rhythms of the Buchenstein Beds with special emphasis

on evidence for orbital control of certain rhythms. As
the Earth's orbital perturbations are quasi-periodic
oscillations in time, any test for orbital control of bed-
ding rhythms involves the critical step from bed thick-
ness to time. This transformation is fraught with uncer-
tainties and has no ideal solution. However, in this
instance certain characteristics of the formation work in
our favour:

Despite the debate on the absolute time scale of
the Middle tiassic, there is general consensus that the
cored section represents at least several millions of years

of geologic time; thus we can search for a wide range of
orbitrl frequencies. including rhe eccentricity cycìes ar

about 0.4 and 1.2 Ma.
Layers in the Buchenstein Beds of the Dolomites

have been traced over 30 - 40 km, there is no evidence

for major erosion by turbidity currents or contour cur-
rents. Field geology indicates a deposition in a silled
basin with variable sediment input but without signifi-
cant erosion.

A complicating attribute of the Buchenstein Beds

is that deposition was fed from at least three different
sources: (a) detritus from surrounding carbonate plat-
forms; (b) planktic material, consisting of organic mat-
ter, siliceous and possibiy also calcareous tests of micro-
organisms; (c) volcanic detritus.

It is likely that statistical analysis will be meaning-

ful only after sedimentologic studies have succeeded in
separating the three lithosomes and (approximately)
quantifying the variations of input through time. The
time-series analyses will have to be done for a number of
different scenarios. .ù7e imagine using several different
assumptions for the duration of the Buchenstein Beds.

Furthermore, a variery of statistical techniques will be

applied.
Available and new preliminary results on bio- and

magnetostratigraphy confirm that the Seceda core and

the related outcrop section is not only of importance for
a better understanding of Triassic sedimentary rhythms
but also provides an important stratigraphic reference
for the Late Anisian to Late Ladinian time interval.
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